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The (un)availability of idiomatic interpretations in Persian light verb-stranding ellipses 
 

Abstract 
 

VP ellipsis (VPE) and pseudogapping have been noted to have very similar distributions, and 
many analyses in the literature attempt to assimilate the latter to the former (Jayaseelan 1990; Johnson 
2001, 2009; Lasnik 1995, 1999), or otherwise reduce the two to the same process (Merchant 2008, 2013). 
In this paper, we provide novel evidence from Persian revealing an asymmetry between VPE and 
pseudogapping: while VPE is acceptable with both compositional and idiomatic complex predicates, 
pseudogapping is only acceptable with compositional complex predicates. We argue that this difference 
follows from an analysis on which VPE is derived from PF Deletion, whereas pseudogapping involves a 
null element, the semantic content of which must be supplied anaphorically. Empirically, the paper 
establishes the existence of a novel asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping, and thereby contributes 
to a growing body of work demonstrating various differences between the two constructions (Merchant 
2008; 2013). It also contributes to the study of the interaction of complex predicates with elliptical 
constructions (Manetta 2018; Toosarvandani 2009).  From a more theoretical standpoint, the paper offers 
cross-linguistic support for a pluralistic view of the mechanisms underlying ellipsis: cross-linguistically, the 
processes underlying superficially similar varieties of ellipsis in different languages may be fundamentally 
different. This viewpoint further militates against a cross-linguistically uniform analysis of VPE and 
pseudogapping; rather than assimilating the latter to the former across languages, we argue that some 
languages may derive the two constructions using completely different resources. 
 
 
1. Introduction1 
 
Verb phrase ellipsis and pseudogapping are two very well-studied varieties of ellipsis in English. In verb 
phrase ellipsis (henceforth VPE), a verb phrase goes unpronounced under identity with a verb phrase in an 
antecedent clause, typically leaving behind only the subject and an auxiliary verb, as in (1).  

 
(1) John can speak Japanese, and Mary can, too.  (VPE)  

 
Pseudogapping is much like VPE in that it involves the deletion of material within the verb phrase and 
leaves the subject and an auxiliary verb pronounced, but differs crucially from it in that some VP-internal 
material, typically a DP or PP, survives ellipsis, as in (2). 
 
(2) John can speak Japanese, and Mary can French. (Pseudogapping) 

 
VPE and pseudogapping have been noted to have very similar distributions in English, and many attempts 
have been made to assimilate the latter to the former. This is typically achieved by treating pseudogapping 
as VPE with movement of a DP or PP out of the ellipsis site, either via a process such as heavy NP shift 
(Jayaseelan 1990; Johnson 2009; Sag 1976) or as movement of that constituent to the specifier of a phrase 
dominating the verb phrase, such as AgrOP (Lasnik 1995, 1999). An analysis along these lines is 
schematized in (3) below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
1	This paper makes use of the following abbreviations: ACC: accusative; ASP: aspect; DAT: dative; DEF: 
definite; DOM: differential object marker; ERG: ergative; FEM: feminine; INST: instrumental; MASC: 
masculine; NEG: negation; NOM: nominative; PFV: perfective aspect; PL: plural; PRS: present tense; PST: past 
tense; PTCP: participle; SBJV: subjunctive mood; SG: singular 
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(3) Pseudogapping as movement of a constituent out of VP followed by VPE 
 

 
Although the distribution of pseudogapping closely tracks that of VPE, recent work has uncovered 

at least one major difference between the two constructions in the domain of voice mismatches between 
antecedent and ellipsis site. Many authors have noted that VPE permits voice mismatches between the 
antecedent and ellipsis site, in which an active VP may serve as antecedent for VPE of a passive VP, and 
vice versa, (Hardt 1993; Kehler 2002; Merchant 2008, 2013; Sag 1976, inter alia). 

 
(4) VPE with passive antecedent and active ellipsis (Kehler 2002:53; Merchant 2008:169) 
 a. This problem was to have been looked into, but obviously nobody did. 
 b. The system can be used by anyone who wants to. 
 
(5) VPE with active antecedent and passive ellipsis (Kehler 2002:53; Merchant 2008: 169) 
 a. Actually, I have implemented it with a manager, though it doesn’t have to be. 
 b. The janitor must remove the trash whenever it is apparent that it should be. 
 
Merchant (2008) demonstrates, however, that such voice mismatches are impossible with pseudogapping, 
as can be seen in (6) and (7) (Merchant’s (3a-b) and (4a-b)). 
 
(6) Pseudogapping with passive antecedent and active ellipsis (Merchant 2008:170) 
 a. *Roses were brought by some, and others did lilies 
 b. *Klimt is admired by Abby more than anyone does Klee 
 
(7) Pseudogapping with active antecedent and passive ellipsis (Merchant 2008; 170) 
 a. *Some brought roses, and lilies were by others 
 b. *Abby admires Klimt more than he is by anyone else 
 
Noting that this is unexpected on previous analyses of pseudogapping as simply movement of an XP 
followed by VPE, Merchant proposes to capture the difference between pseudogapping and VPE as a 
difference in the size of the ellipsis site. In particular, VPE targets a constituent below the head containing 
voice information (v on his analysis). Because voice remains outside of the ellipsis site, a VP in an active 
structure will count as syntactically identical to one in a passive structure and vice versa, thereby licensing 
ellipsis of the VP in question. Pseudogapping, on the other hand, elides a larger constituent that contains 
the head carrying the voice feature. If this constituent is targeted for deletion, ellipsis will only be licensed 
if the voice feature in the antecedent matches the voice feature in the ellipsis site. This derives the observed 
asymmetry in the tolerance of voice mismatches between VPE and pseudogapping.  
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(8) Merchant’s (2008) analyses of VPE and pseudogapping 
 a. VPE             b. Pseudogapping 

       
 Although Merchant analyzes pseudogapping as distinct from VPE, his analysis otherwise has 
much in common with previous treatments of pseudogapping: all of the analyses discussed above reduce 
VPE and pseudogapping to the same underlying process of deletion of a constituent at PF under identity 
with an antecedent. This body of work thus raises two intertwined questions: 1) are there other asymmetries 
between VPE and pseudogapping that have yet to be observed cross-linguistically? 2) can VPE and 
pseudogapping be treated as fundamentally the same process in all languages, or do their analyses differ 
more substantially cross-linguistically? 

In this paper, we provide evidence from ellipsis in Persian complex predicates that reveals a novel 
asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping: while VPE is acceptable with both compositional and 
idiomatic complex predicates, pseudogapping is only acceptable with compositional complex predicates. 
We propose that this difference follows from an interaction between two processes: the insertion of 
idiomatic interpretations immediately prior to semantic interpretation, following work in Distributed 
Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993; Marantz 1997; Harley 2014), and an analysis that treats VPE and 
pseudogapping as derived from fundamentally different processes. In particular, we follow previous 
approaches to VPE in Persian and cross-linguistically in treating it as the deletion of a constituent at PF 
(Merchant 2001; Toosarvandani 2009), as in (9a) below. On the other hand, we treat Persian 
pseudogapping as involving a null pronominal that receives its interpretation from its antecedent 
semantically, as in (9b). This derives the fundamental asymmetry we observe between VPE and 
pseudogapping, in addition to making further predictions about the ways in which pseudogapping differs 
from VPE in Persian.  

 
(9) a. VPE     b. Pseudogapping 

 
The contribution of this paper is twofold. Empirically, it establishes the existence of a novel 

asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping, and thereby contributes to a growing body of work 
demonstrating various differences between the two constructions (Merchant 2008; 2013). It also contributes 
to the study of the interaction of complex predicates with elliptical constructions (Manetta 2018; 
Toosarvandani 2009).  From a more theoretical standpoint, the paper offers cross-linguistic support for a 
pluralistic view of the mechanisms underlying ellipsis: cross-linguistically, the processes underlying 
superficially similar varieties of ellipsis in different languages may be fundamentally different. This 
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viewpoint further militates against a cross-linguistically uniform analysis of VPE and pseudogapping; 
rather than assimilating the latter to the former across languages, we argue that some languages may derive 
the two constructions using completely different resources. 
 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background discussion of complex 
predicates in Persian and the elliptical processes that apply to them, particularly the language’s analogues 
of VPE and pseudogapping. This section also introduces the fundamental asymmetry that the current paper 
aims to explain. Section 3 motivates sensitivity to idiomaticity as the descriptive generalization underlying 
the difference between VPE and pseudogapping in Persian, and argues against competing plausible 
descriptive generalizations. Section 4 formalizes this generalization and develops distinct analyses for VPE 
and pseudogapping. Section 5 examines additional predictions of the analysis and demonstrates their 
accuracy. Section 6 goes over several promising alternative explanations for the observed asymmetry and 
demonstrates their inadequacies compared to the current analysis. Section 7 takes up the question of why 
Persian should lack a PF-Deletion derivation for pseudogapping, and appeals to the independently 
motivated constraint MaxElide (Merchant 2008; Takahashi and Fox 2005) and to the (non-)deletability of 
certain constituents to explain its absence. The paper concludes with section 8, in which we take stock of 
what the paper has accomplished and discuss future directions for this research, focusing particularly on 
variation in the acceptability of certain complex predicates in pseudogapping, as well as on preliminary 
work on the properties of the ellipses under discussion in other Iranian languages.  
 
 
2. Complex predicates and ellipsis in Persian 
 
Persian is a Southwestern Iranian language spoken as an official language in Iran, Afghanistan, and 
Tajikistan, as well as in parts of Uzbekistan, Iraq and Azerbaijan.2 Simplex verbs in Persian mostly form a 
closed class consisting of around 115 members (Mohammad and Karimi 1992). Because of this, most 
verbal expressions in Persian are formed through complex predicates, expressions composed of a light verb 
and a non-verbal element, which may be a nominal, adjective, or prepositional phrase, among other 
possibilities (Dabir-Moghaddam 1997; Folli et al. 2005; Karimi 1997; Toosarvandani 2009). Complex 
predicates vary greatly with respect to their degree of compositionality. Some complex predicates are 
semantically transparent, and their meanings may therefore be predicted from the meanings of their 
component parts. An example of this is the complex predicate tamiz kardan lit. ‘clean do’, meaning ‘to 
clean.’ Other complex predicates, however, are highly idiomatic, such that the meaning of the entire 
complex predicate does not clearly follow from the meanings of the light verb and non-verbal element 
combined. For example, the complex predicate bâlâ keshidan, composed of the light verb keshidan ‘pull’ 
and the adverb bâlâ ‘up’, means ‘to steal’. (10) gives a short list of light verbs and corresponding complex 
predicates of varying degrees of semantic transparency. 
 
(10) A sample of Persian light verbs and complex predicates 

kardan ‘do’  tamiz kardan ‘to clean’ lit. clean do 
shodan ‘become’  bidâr shodan ‘to wake up’ lit. awake become 
zadan ‘hit/do’3  rang zadan ‘to color/paint’ lit. color hit 
dâdan ‘give’  hol dâdan ‘to push’ lit. push give 
gereftan ‘take’  yâd gereftan ‘to learn’ lit. memory take 
keshidan ‘pull’  bâlâ keshidan ‘to steal’ lit. up pull 

 
Unlike English, Persian does not permit ellipsis of the complement of auxiliaries or modals. (11) and (12) 
demonstrate that attempts to elide a VP that strands a modal or an auxiliary verb result in ungrammaticality. 
 
 

																																																								
2	The judgments reported in this article come from Persian as it is spoken in Iran. Most of our consultants 
hail from the capital city of Tehran, with one from Isfahan and another from Mashhad. 
3	Folli et al. (2005) argue that zadan, like kardan, is mostly semantically bleached, and largely contributes 
punctuality rather than a lexical meaning of ‘hit,’ which is instead expressed by kotak zadan lit. ‘to hit 
beating’  
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(11) *Bahâr Mohsen-o did-e bud, vali Rezâ na-bud 
   Bahar Mohsen-DOM see-PTCP be.PST    but  Reza NEG-be.PST    
   Intended: ‘Bahar has seen Mohsen, but Rezâ has not.’ 
 
(12) *Bahâr bâyad   nâhâr bo-xor-e,  vali Rezâ na-bâyad 
   Bahar must    lunch SBJV-eat-3.SG  but  Reza NEG-must 
   Intended: ‘Bahar has to eat lunch, but Reza doesn’t have to.’ 
 
Despite this, Persian does possess forms of ellipsis corresponding to verb phrase ellipsis and 
pseudogapping that act on complex predicates. In VPE, the non-verbal element and, if present, direct 
object, are elided, leaving the light verb and typically the subject intact, as in (13) below (Rad 2019; 
Rasekhi 2018; Toosarvandani 2009). In pseudogapping, the non-verbal element alone is elided to the 
exclusion of the light verb and direct object or PP argument, as shown in the example in (14).4  
 
(13)  Bahâr miz-o     tamiz kard,     vali Rezâ     na-kard        (VPE) 
       Bahar table-DOM clean  do.PST   but  Reza NEG-do.PST    
      ‘Bahar cleaned the table, but Reza didn’t.’ 
 
(14)  Bahâr miz-o         tamiz kard,     vali panjera-ro       na-kard  (Pseudogapping) 
       Bahar table-DOM clean  do.PST   but  window-DOM NEG-do.PST    
     ‘Bahar cleaned the table, but didn’t the window.’ 
 
Both of these elliptical processes are productive; they are possible with a range of complex predicates other 
than those making use of the common light verb kardan. The examples in (15-16) show VPE and 
pseudogapping with the complex predicate rang zadan ‘to paint.’ 
 
(15)  Bahâr      in      divâr-o     rang   zad,        vali Rezâ       na-zad 
       Bahar      this   wall-DOM color  hit.PST    but  Rezâ      NEG-hit.PST     
       ‘Bahar painted this wall, but Reza didn’t.’ 
 
(16)  Bahâr       in     divâr-o      rang   zad,      vali un    divâr-o       na-zad 
       Bahar      this   wall-DOM color  hit.PST  but  that  wall-dom  NEG-hit.PST     
      ‘Bahar painted this wall, but didn’t that wall.’ 
 
At first glance, Persian VPE and pseudogapping appear to be quite similar; both involve the deletion of part 
of a complex predicate. It is therefore tempting to analyze them as being fundamentally similar processes. 
However, upon closer inspection, we find that VPE and pseudogapping do not have entirely parallel 
distributions in Persian. Specifically, although VPE is grammatical with any complex predicate, regardless 
of its degree of semantic transparency, pseudogapping is only acceptable with a proper subset of complex 
predicates. For instance, the complex predicate yâd gereftan ‘to learn’ is acceptable in VPE, but it is 
unacceptable in pseudogapping, as the minimal pairs in (17) and (18) demonstrate. 
 
(17) Bahâr zabun-o            yâd         gereft,    vali  Rezâ na-gereft  
      Bahar language-DOM memory  take.PST  but  Reza NEG-take.PST    
       ‘Bahar learned the language, but Reza didn’t.’  
 
(18) *Bahâr zabun-o           yâd         gereft,   vali alefbâ-ro         na-gereft 
        Bahar language-DOM memory take.PST but alphabet-DOM NEG-take.PST    
        ‘Bahar learned the language, but didn’t the alphabet.’ 
 
We therefore find an asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping: pseudogapping is sensitive to certain 
properties of some complex predicates in a way that VPE is not. In the next section, we consider several 

																																																								
4	We delay discussion of the possibility of expressing an overt, distinct subject in pseudogapping to section 
8. 
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possible descriptive generalizations governing the distribution of pseudogapping in Persian complex 
predicates, and argue in favor of the idiomaticity of a complex predicate as the crucial factor responsible 
for whether that complex predicate is acceptable in pseudogapping. 
 
 
3. Pseudogapping as sensitive to idiomaticity 
 
We propose that the key factor involved in the acceptability of a complex predicate with pseudogapping is 
the (non-)compositionality of the complex predicate: pseudogapping permits compositionally interpretable 
complex predicates and disallows idiomatic ones. VPE, on the other hand, is not sensitive to this 
dichotomy. This explanation receives support from complex predicates that are ambiguous between a 
compositional and an idiomatic reading. Bâzi kardan, for instance, is ambiguous between its compositional 
meaning ‘to play’ and an idiomatic meaning ‘to manipulate.’ While both readings are available under VPE, 
only the compositional reading is permitted with pseudogapping. 
 
(19)  Rezâ bâ       man bâzi  kard,     vali Bahâr     na-kard 
       Reza with    I      play  do.PST   but  Bahar     NEG-do.PST    
      ‘Reza played with me, but Bahar didn’t’/’Reza manipulated me, but Bahar didn’t.’ 

 
(20)  Rezâ  bâ       man bâzi kard,    vali bâ     to      na-kard 
        Reza with    I      play do.PST  but with  you   NEG-do.PST    
     ‘Reza played with me, but didn’t with you.’ / ‘*Reza manipulated me, but didn’t you.’  
 
It is worth considering an alternative to this view. One particularly plausible alternative explanation for this 
difference might appeal to the different light verbs in each complex predicate. Previous work notes 
differences in the relative “lightness” of light verbs, with verbs like kardan ‘do’ being largely semantically 
bleached and those like gereftan ‘take’ still possessing non-light verb uses (Harvey et al. 2011; Karimi-
Doostan 1998; 2011). Indeed, this would explain the difference between the two complex predicates we’ve 
considered thus far, as tamiz kardan makes use of a semantically bleached light verb while yâd gereftan 
contains a non-bleached light verb. This explanation runs into difficulties, however, as the particular light 
verb used does not accurately predict the acceptability of a complex predicate with pseudogapping; there 
are complex predicates with kardan that are not acceptable in pseudogapping (21), and those with gereftan 
that are (22). 
 
(21) *Kimea barâ to   tab     mi-kon-e,           vali  barâ man ne-mi-kon-e 

  Kimea for  you fever  ASP-do.PRS-3.SG but  for    I      NEG-ASP-do.PRS-3.SG 
  Intended: ‘Kimea is devoted to you, but not to me’.  

 
(22) man  ketâb-o      gharz gereft-am       vali  majalla-ro         na-gereft-am 

 I       book-DOM loan   take.PST-1.SG but   magazine-DOM NEG-take.PST-1.SG 
 ‘I borrowed the book, but didn’t the magazine.’ 
 

If this restriction had to do with the type of light verb, we would expect the acceptability judgments about 
(21) and (22) to be the reverse of what we observe: (21) should be acceptable, while (22) should be 
unacceptable. This putative generalization would also provide no explanation for the availability of the 
compositional interpretation and the unavailability of the idiomatic one of otherwise ambiguous complex 
predicates like bâzi kardan in (19) and (20) above. Instead, we would expect both the compositional and 
the idiomatic readings to be available, due to the fact that both involve the same light verb kardan. 
 Another alternative might propose that what is at stake is whether the idiom chunk has been 
disrupted by movement or not. On this analysis, idiomatic interpretations would be disrupted by movement 
of part of the idiom. This possibility is independently motivated, as many idioms lose their idiomatic 
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meanings when part of the idiom has undergone A-bar movement, as can be observed with the English 
idiom kick the bucket in (23).5 
 
(23) a. *The bucket, John kicked 

 
b. *Which bucket did John kick? 

 
This approach shows some promise. First of all, pseudogapping in English does seem to eliminate 
idiomatic interpretations in English, as A-bar scrambling does disrupt idiomatic interpretations of complex 
predicates in Persian, as it does in other languages (Mahajan 1990; Saito 1992; Miyagawa 1997). This can 
be seen when the non-verbal element of an ambiguous complex predicate is scrambled; for example, when 
bâzi is scrambled such that it is no longer left-adjacent to the verb, as in (24), the idiomatic interpretation of 
bâzi kardan is lost, leaving only the compositional interpretation.  
 
(24) Bahâr bâzi   bâ      man  na-kard 
 Bahar play   with   I       NEG-do.PST    
 ‘Bahar didn’t play with me’/*‘Bahar didn’t manipulate me’ 
 
However, this proposal runs into a problem. In most cases, such as in the case of yâd gereftan in (18), 
repeated in (25), it is not clear that movement has taken place at all; there is no evidence to suggest that the 
two pieces of the idiom are broken apart. Rather, part of the complex predicate is simply not present on the 
surface. 
 
(25)  *Bahâr zabun-o           yâd         gereft,   vali alefbâ-ro         na-gereft 
        Bahar language-DOM memory take.PST but alphabet-DOM NEG-take.PST    
        ‘Bahar learned the language, but didn’t the alphabet.’ 
 
Given the failure of these alternatives, we will henceforth adopt our generalization based on idiomaticity, 
and move onto develop this intuition into an analysis in the next section. 
 
 
4. The different sources of VPE and pseudogapping in Persian 
 
Having established the crucial contrast and generalization governing the acceptability of pseudogapping in 
Persian complex predicates, we turn now to the question of whether an analysis whereby pseudogapping is 
reduced to VPE is tenable in Persian. On most such analyses, the remnant moves out of some constituent, 
usually the VP or a larger constituent containing it, which undergoes deletion at PF (Jayaseelan 1990; 
Lasnik 1995, 1999; Merchant 2008, 2013). A sketch of such an analysis is given in (26).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
5	It is well-known that idioms vary in the degree to which their components may be separated by processes 
such as passivization, topicalization, and wh-movement (Nunberg, Wasow and Sag 1994; Stone 2015). A 
chunk of an idiom like pull strings, for example, may be topicalized without resulting in unacceptability. 
 
(i) Those strings, he wouldn’t pull for you (Nunberg, Wasow and Sag 1994:501) 
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(26) A PF deletion analysis of pseudogapping 
 

  
Such an analysis, though appealing for reasons of parsimony, is challenged by the Persian data we have 
presented. On most approaches to idioms, idiomatic interpretations are licensed by the parts of an idiom 
forming a constituent (Koopman and Sportiche 1991), or are licensed prior to semantic interpretation as a 
special interpretation of the verbal root in the context of another phrase (Kratzer 1996; Marantz 1997; 
Harley and Noyer 1999). Given the fact that the syntactic structure required for idiomatic interpretations to 
arise is present in both the antecedent and the ellipsis site on PF deletion accounts of ellipsis, a uniform 
treatment of VPE and pseudogapping would predict that idiomatic interpretations should be available for 
both, contrary to the Persian facts.   
 
4.1 VPE and pseudogapping in Persian complex predicates 
 

In contrast, we propose that Persian VPE and pseudogapping arise from wholly distinct processes. 
The analysis consists of several ingredients. First, we follow Folli et al.’s (2005) analysis of complex 
predicates, which treats the light verb as the head of vP and the non-verbal element as a PredP complement 
to v, building on the approach to argument structure developed by Hale and Keyser (1993; 2002). The 
syntactic structure of a complex predicate according to this proposal is given in (27). 
 
(27) Structure of a complex predicate (Folli et al. 2005) 

  
Turning to our analysis of the different types of ellipsis at issue, we follow Toosarvandani (2009) in 
analyzing VPE as a species of PF Deletion, though our analysis differs slightly in the specifics. On 
Toosarvandani’s analysis, the phrase consisting of the non-verbal element and its complement (the object 
NP) is marked for non-pronunciation by Merchant’s (2001) E feature on v, as in (28) below. 
 
(28) Toosarvandani’s (2009) analysis of Persian VPE 
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On our analysis, it is vP that is marked for non-pronunciation, with the light verb moving to from v to 
Voice at PF  (Schoorlemmer and Temmerman 2012) and thereby escaping the ellipsis site.6 The motivation 
for this difference in analysis is to capture the fact that the ellipsis site contains the specific (DOM-marked) 
object/PP argument, which is merged in the specifier of vP and thus lies outside of the projection that 
minimally contains the non-verbal element, which we will treat as a PredP (Ghomeshi 1997; Karimi 1999a, 
1999b, 2003, 2005; Sato and Karimi 2016). A sketch of our approach to VPE is provided in (29). 
 
(29) Persian VPE 

 
In contrast to VPE, we propose that Persian pseudogapping involves a null element in place of the non-
verbal element, leaving both the light verb and specific object/prepositional phrases untouched. The 
semantic content of this null proform is derived via an anaphoric process in the semantics. Such an 
approach to certain cases of ellipsis as null anaphora has been independently motivated in the literature, 
such as with certain cases of VPE in English (Hardt 1999), and is further motivated by the independent 
presence of null pronouns in Persian. Our analysis of pseudogapping is sketched in (30). 

 
(30) Persian Pseudogapping 

 
 
4.2 The analysis of idioms 
 
Treating VPE and pseudogapping as deriving from fundamentally different sources is only part of the story, 
however. In order for the proposed analysis to have predictive power in this domain, it must be 
supplemented with a theory of idiomatic interpretation. For the sake of concreteness, we adopt an approach 
to idioms inspired by work done in the Distributed Morphology framework (Marantz 1997; Harley and 
Noyer 1999; Harley 2014; Stone 2016). On this approach, idioms are taken to be a special interpretation of 
a root licensed in certain syntactic contexts, such as  in the context of another phrase. The compositional or 
default interpretation of the root appears as the ‘elsewhere’ interpretation. An example of this is given in 
(31) using the verb kick, which may receive the interpretation ‘die’ in the context of the phrase the bucket, 

																																																								
6	This bears similarities to analyses in Rasekhi (2018) and Shafiei (2016). 
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and the meaning ‘kick’ elsewhere.7 Phrases that bring about this special interpretation like the bucket in the 
following example receive no interpretation.8  
 
(31) kick ↔    ‘die’ / [vP __ the bucket ] 
    … 

↔    ‘kick’ / elsewhere 
 

It is important to note that the representation of the insertion of special interpretations as context-sensitive 
rules in (31) is a bit misleading: unlike the context-sensitive rewrite rules of rule-based phonology (see, for 
example, Chomsky and Halle 1968), the insertion of a special interpretation is not required when the 
environment is met, but merely a possible interpretation in that environment.9 The elsewhere interpretation 
is therefore always available. If this were not the case, we would expect any instance of kick the bucket to 
mean ‘die,’ but it is readily apparent that it may also receive a literal interpretation involving the kicking of 
an actual bucket in the common ground. This point will prove crucial for the analysis of ambiguous 
complex predicates, which we discuss in section 4.3. 

Following this general approach, we propose that idiomatic complex predicates be analyzed in 
much the same way as any other kind of idiom. In particular, we propose that the light verb may have 
special interpretations conditioned by its surrounding syntactic context. We demonstrate this approach 
using the idiomatic complex predicate yâd gereftan ‘to learn’: the verb gereft receives the meaning ‘learn’ 
in the context of the non-verbal element yâd, may have several other meanings in the context of other 
conditioning expressions, and receives the interpretation ‘take’ by default when no other expression is 
present to trigger a special interpretation. As in the approach discussed in (31), phrases that condition a 
special meaning, such as yâd in (32), receive no interpretation. 
 
(32) gereft     ↔    ‘learn’ / [vP yâd __ ] 
    … 

↔    ‘take’ / elsewhere 
 

4.3 Deriving the (in)sensitivity of ellipsis to idiomaticity 
 
Having adopted the necessary tools, let us turn now to how the analysis captures the contrasts noted 
previously. We begin the discussion with ellipsis with idiomatic complex predicates as exemplified by yâd 
gereftan ‘learn’ in (17) and (18), repeated for convenience below as (33) and (34), respectively. 
 
(33) Bahâr zabun-o            yâd         gereft,    vali  Rezâ na-gereft  
      Bahar language-DOM memory  take.PST  but  Reza NEG-take.PST    
       ‘Bahar learned the language, but Reza didn’t.’  
 
 
																																																								
7	As Harley (2014) points out, interpretations in single quotes like ‘die’ and ‘kick’ are merely shorthands 
for proper model-theoretically interpretable formulas familiar from formal semantics. For example, ‘kick’ 
is more properly written as λx.kick(x), a function from entities to truth values. 
8	This can be implemented in a number of ways. Nunberg, Sag and Wasow (1994), for example, propose 
that the bucket also receives a special interpretation in the context of kick, namely as a meaningless element 
‘nul.’ We can represent this using the same context-sensitive rule schema as with other special 
interpretations. 
 
(ii) the bucket     ↔    ∅ / [vP kick _] 
         ↔    the bucket / elsewhere 
 
A similar implementation is available for the non-verbal element of idiomatic complex predicates, which is 
also treated as having no interpretation below. 
9	Harley and Noyer’s (1999) discussion of idioms in Distributed Morphology notes, using kick the bucket 
as an example, that the root kick may be interpreted as ‘die’ in the context of the direct object the bucket. 
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(34) *Bahâr zabun-o           yâd         gereft,   vali alefbâ-ro         na-gereft 
        Bahar language-DOM memory take.PST but alphabet-DOM NEG-take.PST    
        ‘Bahar learned the language, but didn’t the alphabet.’ 
 
On the analysis of Persian VPE proposed in (29), all parts of the complex predicate are syntactically 
present, though unpronounced at PF. Because of this, despite its apparent absence on the surface, an 
element such as yâd in the example above which conditions a special interpretation of a light verb is 
present in the structure, and the light verb is therefore expected to be able to receive an idiomatic 
interpretation. This can be seen from the structure of the clause containing the ellipsis site in (33), provided 
in (35). 
 
(35) Structure of the ellipsis site in (33) 

 
In pseudogapping on our analysis in (30), however, although the context for idiomatic interpretation is 
present in the antecedent, it is not present in the “ellipsis site.” This is due to the fact that a null pro-form is 
present in the structure, rather than a non-verbal element that could otherwise license the insertion of a 
special interpretation of the light verb. This is shown in the tree in (36). 
 
(36) Structure of the “ellipsis site” in (34) 

 
The null element is not specified in any of the context-sensitive rules inserting special meanings for light 
verbs. For this reason, in example (34), the interpretation of gereft as ‘learn’ is inserted in the antecedent 
due to its occurring in the context of yâd, but the elsewhere interpretation of gereft as ‘take’ is the only 
possibility in the clause containing the null proform.10 Since on this analysis the non-verbal element yâd 
receives no interpretation, the null anaphor in the ellipsis site has no antecedent in the discourse, resulting 
in uninterpretability and thus ungrammaticality.  
 Let us turn now to the analysis of compositional complex predicates such as tamiz kardan ‘clean’ 
in (13) and (14), repeated in (37) and (38), respectively. 

 
(37)  Bahâr miz-o     tamiz kard,     vali Rezâ     na-kard         
       Bahar table-DOM clean  do.PST   but  Reza NEG-do.PST    
      ‘Bahar cleaned the table, but Reza didn’t.’ 

																																																								
10	In fact, to the extent that (34) is acceptable at all, speakers report that the only interpretation they have 
for the “elliptical” second part of the sentence is that Bahar didn’t take the alphabet. 
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(38)  Bahâr miz-o         tamiz kard,     vali panjera-ro       na-kard   
       Bahar table-DOM clean  do.PST   but  window-DOM NEG-do.PST    
     ‘Bahar cleaned the table, but didn’t the window.’ 
 
Like any complex predicate, tamiz kardan is acceptable in VPE, and the analysis in (29), given for the 
elliptical portion of (36) in (38) below, straightforwardly accounts for that fact. 
 
(39) Structure of the ellipsis site in (37) 

 
The analysis for the grammatical pseudogapping sentence in (38), however, yields a different result from 
that of ungrammatical sentence in (34). In these examples, the verb kardan receives its default meaning 
‘do.’ Because the non-verbal element tamiz does not trigger a special interpretation of the light verb, in 
contrast to yâd in the previous examples, it receives an interpretation, namely ‘clean.’ This allows the 
meaning of tamiz as the non-verbal element to be picked up as antecedent by the null pronoun in the 
“ellipsis site” in (38), leading to an interpretable and compositional semantic representation. The account 
therefore successfully predicts the acceptability of pseudogapping with compositional complex predicates. 
 The analysis of VPE and pseudogapping we have developed here immediately predicts the 
behavior of those complex predicates that are ambiguous between an idiomatic and a compositional 
reading, such as bâzi kardan in (19) and (20), repeated as (40) and (41) below. As discussed above, the key 
observation is that (40) is ambiguous between both readings, but (41) is unambiguous, permitting only the 
compositional reading. 
 
(40)  Rezâ bâ       man bâzi  kard,     vali Bahâr     na-kard 
       Reza with    I      play  do.PST   but  Bahar     NEG-do.PST    
      ‘Reza played with me, but Bahar didn’t’/’Reza manipulated me, but Bahar didn’t.’ 

 
(41)  Rezâ  bâ       man bâzi kard,    vali bâ     to      na-kard 
        Reza with    I      play do.PST  but with  you   NEG-do.PST    
     ‘Reza played with me, but didn’t with you.’ / ‘*Reza manipulated me, but didn’t you.’  
 
What is key here is the optionality of the insertion of a special interpretation of the light verb in particular 
contexts, as discussed in section 4.1. Consider the set of insertion rules for kardan as given in (42).   
 
(42) kard ↔    ‘manipulate’ / [bâzi __ vP] 
    … 

↔    ‘do’ / elsewhere 
 

Here, kardan may receive the special interpretation ‘manipulate’ in the context of bâzi, but its default 
interpretation as ‘do’ is also available. If the special interpretation is inserted, then kardan is interpreted as 
‘manipulate’ and the non-verbal element bâzi, which triggered the special interpretation, receives no 
interpretation. This has no effect on the acceptability of VPE, in which the non-verbal element is still 
present in the syntax, so an idiomatic interpretation is derived as expected. However, in pseudogapping, the 
absence of the idiomatic reading is explained in the same manner as with yâd gereftan above: the default 
interpretation of kardan is the only possible interpretation in the “ellipsis site,” and the null proform has no 
antecedent in the discourse due to the fact that the non-verbal element in the antecedent clause receives no 
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interpretation. On the other hand, if the default interpretation of kardan is inserted instead, then bâzi 
receives an interpretation as ‘play,’  which may serve as an antecedent for the null proform in the 
“elliptical” clause, leading to an interpretable semantic representation and thus an acceptable sentence.  
 
 
5. Predictions of the account 
 
The analysis developed in section 4 makes additional predictions about differences in the behavior of VPE 
and pseudogapping in Persian beyond the asymmetries that it was designed to account for. We discuss two 
of these predictions in this section, and demonstrate that both are confirmed.   
 
5.1 Persian pseudogapping behaves like deep anaphora 
 
A well-known difference between VPE and other types of VP anaphora in English, such as do it, is that the 
former requires a linguistic antecedent while the latter may be licensed by the non-linguistic context. In the 
terminology of Hankamer and Sag (1976), VPE is a variety of surface anaphora, while other types of VP 
anaphora are deep anaphora.11 This can be seen from the contrast in (43), adapted from example (6) from 
Hankamer and Sag (1976:392). 
 
(43) Context: Sag produces a cleaver and prepares to hack off his left hand  
 
 Hankamer: Don’t be alarmed, ladies and gentleman, we’ve rehearsed this act several times, and… 

 
a. #he never actually does   (VPE) 
 
b. he never actually does it   (pronoun) 
 

Hankamer and Sag accounted for the difference between these two varieties of anaphora by positing that 
surface anaphors arise via a transformational rule that deleted the syntactic structure present in the 
underlying representation of the sentence, while deep anaphors are present in the underlying representation 
itself. This dichotomy is present in more modern analyses that treat surface anaphora as non-pronunciation 
at PF (Merchant 2001).  

Given our analysis of Persian VPE as PF-Deletion and of Persian pseudogapping as a null 
proform, we expect to find a difference between the two with respect to their ability to occur without a 
linguistic antecedent: VPE should behave as a surface anaphor, and thus require a linguistic antecedent, 
while pseudogapping should behave like deep anaphora, and therefore permit licensing by the non-
linguistic context. This prediction is borne out. Toosarvandani (2009) shows that VPE requires a linguistic 
antecedent (44), but pseudogapping is acceptable in the absence of such an antecedent (45).  
 

																																																								
11	The claim that VPE always requires a linguistic antecedent has been challenged as early as Schachter 
(1977). Indeed, there are cases in which VPE occurs without such an antecedent. 
 
(iii) a. Context: an advertisement for Miss Clairol, a hair-dye product 

    Does she or doesn’t she? Only her hairdresser knows for sure. (Schachter 1977:763) 
 
 b. Context: John hands Mary the expensive present he has bought for her. She says: 
     Oh, John, you shouldn’t have. (Schachter 1977:764) 
 
Hankamer (1978) argues that these examples are not necessarily strong counterexamples to the 
generalization that VPE is a surface anaphor, noting that all of Schachter’s examples are either 
conventionalized, frozen expressions or involve a kind of marked illocutionary force, and that in the 
general case VPE cannot be licensed by extra-linguistic pragmatic factors. See Pullum (2000) for further 
argumentation defending the claims in Hankamer and Sag (1976) and Hankamer (1978), and Roelofsen 
(2008) for arguments defending a view of VPE as more akin to pronominal anaphora. 
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(44) Context: child picks up broom to sweep the carpet. 
 
      #motma’en  bâsh   xub  [farsh-o        jâru]     be-zan-i 
           sure        be.SBJV         good  carpet-DOM broom  SBJV-hit.PRS-2.SG 

 ‘Be sure to sweep the carpet well!’ 
 

(45)  Context: you and a friend are washing a car. You’ve already cleaned the windows, 
       but your friend doesn’t know this, and they start to clean them. 

 
Na, panjere-hâ-ro      kard-am!   
No  window-PL-DOM do.PST-1.SG 
‘No, I did the windows!’ (tamiz kardan) 

 
A potential objection to the data in (45) is that it makes use of the verb kardan ‘do,’ and it is possible that 
‘do’ is being used here as a sort of generic activity, as is a possible interpretation of the English free 
translation of (45). However, this behavior is not restricted to kardan in Persian, as compositional complex 
predicates with a light verb other than kardan may also appear with contextually licensed pseudogapping, 
as can be seen with rang zadan ‘to color’ in (46).12 
 
(46)  Context: you and a friend are painting the walls of a room. You tell them: 
 

in   divâr-o       zad-am,         un   yeki -ro      na-zad-am 
this wall-DOM  hit.PST-1.SG, that one   -DOM  NEG-hit.PST-1.SG 
‘I did (lit. hit) this wall, I haven’t that one yet.’ (rang zadan) 
 

Pseudogapping with idiomatic complex predicates remains ungrammatical even when pseudogapping is 
licensed by the context, as (47) shows. 
 
(47)  Context: You’re trying to get your young child to learn a new word. They successfully  
 produce the word.    
 

*kalama-ro        gereft! 
   word   -DOM   take.PST 
   Intended: ‘He learned the word!’ 
 

This is readily explained by the fact that the special interpretation of gereftan as ‘learn’ is not licensed if the 
non-verbal element yâd is not present, so the default interpretation ‘take’ is inserted instead. Given that the 
sentence already contains the predicate ‘take,’ there is no contextually available predicate for the null 
proform to pick up that would result in an acceptable semantic representation, leading to an unacceptability. 

Taken all together, the fact that VPE displays the characteristics of surface anaphora and 
pseudogapping patterns with deep anaphora strengthens our argument that VPE and pseudogapping have 
underlyingly different sources of the kind our account has ascribed to them. 
 

																																																								
12	As noted in footnote 3, zadan, though often translated as ‘hit,’ is largely semantically bleached, and 
mostly contributes aspectual information (Folli et al. 2005; Toosarvandani 2009). Toosarvandani accounts 
for this by providing a denotation for zadan in which zadan merely introduces a presupposition that the 
event in question is an achievement, while also introducing the agent argument. 
 
(iv) ⟦zadan⟧  = λxλe: e ∈ {e | e is an Achievement} [Agent(x)(e)] (Toosarvandani 2009:85) 
 
Given that we adopted an analysis on which the agent is introduced in the specifier of VoiceP (Kratzer 
1996; Pylkkänen 2002; Harley 2013), we may instead postulate that zadan introduces only the 
presuppositional portion of Toosarvandani’s proposed denotation, and is otherwise an identity function on 
the predicate of events denoted by the non-verbal element. 
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5.2 Non-specific objects are ungrammatical with pseudogapping 
 
The literature on the syntax of Persian posits two structural positions for direct objects (Ghomeshi 1997; 
Karimi 1999; Toosarvandani 2009, a.o.). Bare or non-specific objects are merged as complements to the 
verb or, in the case of a complex predicate, the non-verbal element. Specific objects, which are marked by 
the differential object marker -râ,13 on the other hand, are located in the specifier of a higher verbal 
projection, such as VP or, in more recent analyses, vP (Karimi 2005; Sato and Karimi 2016). Analyses in 
the literature differ on whether the specific object is base-generated in this higher structural position, as 
argued by Karimi (1999a; 1999b; 2003), or moved from the complement of the verb/non-verbal element to 
this higher position instead, as argued by Ghomeshi (1997) and Karimi (2005). Our own proposal adopts 
the former analysis, in which the specific object is merged directly in the specifier of vP, as shown in (48). 
However, we follow previous proposals in maintaining that the non-specific object is merged as the 
complement of the non-verbal element in PredP, as in (49).  
 
(48) Specific object in Spec-vP  

            
(49) Non-specific object as complement to Pred 

 
Given this distinction in the base-generation site of different kinds of objects, and that non-specific 

objects are selected by Pred, we predict that if the non-verbal element heading PredP is not present in the 
syntax, as in the case of pseudogapping, non-specific objects should not be licensed. This prediction is 
borne out: as (50) shows, non-specific objects are unacceptable in pseudogapping. If a direct object is 
present, it must be specific and thus marked by -râ. 
 
(50)  *Bahâr miz   tamiz kard, vali panjere  na-kard 
           Bahar table clean did    but  window neg-did 
             ‘Bahar cleaned tables, but didn’t windows.’ 

 
This shows that objects directly selected by the non-verbal element cannot be present when the non-verbal 
element is not present. This would be difficult to explain on a PF-Deletion account, as on such an account 
the selecting non-verbal element would be present in the structure. Furthermore, as (51) demonstrates, it is 
possible to scramble non-specific objects to higher positions in the structure,14 making the unavailability of 
pseudogapping with non-specific objects even more mysterious on a PF-Deletion account. 

																																																								
13	This element is colloquially pronounced -ro or -o depending on the phonological context, as our glosses 
have indicated. 
14	As the glosses in (51) show, scrambling of the non-specific object requires strong contrastive stress on 
the object, and cannot receive a topical intepretation (Karimi 2005). Contrastive stress on the non-specific 
object in pseudogapping does not improve its acceptability, however. 
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(51) a. Parviz PIRHAN barâ Kimea  xarid (Karimi 2005:18) 
     Parviz shirt   for    Kimea buy.PST    
    ‘Parviz bought shirts for Kimea.’ 
 

 b. PIRHAN Parviz barâ Kimea  xarid (Karimi 2005:19) 
     shirt       Parviz for   Kimea buy.PST    
    ‘Parviz bought shirts for Kimea.’ 

 
This thus provides further support for the analysis we have proposed. Additionally, it provides support for 
analyses arguing for distinct base positions for specific and non-specific objects in Persian, and against 
those that argue that both types of objects originate in the same position, as only the former combined with 
the analyses of pseudogapping above correctly predicts that specific objects, but not non-specific objects, 
are acceptable with pseudogapping. Finally, it improves on a previous analysis of Persian pseudogapping in 
Smith et al. (2017), which proposed an explanation of the unacceptability of non-specific objects in 
pseudogapping despite their acceptability with other types of ellipsis, such as gapping and sluicing, in terms 
of parallelism. This account succeeds in explaining this difference among varieties of ellipsis, but fails to 
account for the unavailability of pseudogapping with some complex predicates. The analysis we have 
proposed accounts for the failure of pseudogapping with these complex predicates while also predicting the 
absence of non-specific objects with pseudogapping.  
 
 
6. Other alternative analyses 
 
Although we have provided evidence throughout this paper that a PF-Deletion analysis of Persian 
pseudogapping is difficult to maintain, in this section we consider alternative analyses that maintain a PF-
Deletion treatment of the phenomena under discussion. Such analyses may accept the generalization based 
on idiomaticity that we have offered while deriving the failure to license idiomatic readings via different 
mechanisms, or may appeal to completely different factors to explain the unacceptability of pseudogapping 
with certain complex predicates. We consider two such counteranalyses below, one that accepts the 
idiomaticity-based generalization but proposes that it is head movement of the light verb that disrupts the 
idiomatic readings, and another, based on Manetta’s (2018) analysis of VPE in Hindi-Urdu complex 
predicates, that appeals to obligatory head movement of the non-verbal element of a subset of complex 
predicates out of the ellipsis site. In both cases, we will argue that the analysis cannot be maintained on 
conceptual and empirical grounds. 
 
6.1 Head movement of the light verb disrupting the idiom 
 
The first counteranalysis we consider would accept the claim that idiomaticity is what is at stake in the 
distinction between VPE and pseudogapping in Persian, but attributes the failure of pseudogapping with 
idiomatic complex predicates to movement of the light verb out of the ellipsis site, and therefore out of the 
context in which the special interpretation needs to be licensed. Here, the vP is elided, with the specific 
object moving out to a higher position to escape the ellipsis site.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
																																																																																																																																																																					
(iv) *Parviz MIZ tamiz kard,   vali PANJERE na-kard  

Parviz table clean do.PST but  window     NEG-do.PST    
  ‘Parviz cleaned TABLES but not WINDOWS’ 
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(52) Head movement of light verb out of vP 

  
 
Such an analysis might in principle be able to explain the difference between idiomatic and compositional 
complex predicates while maintaining a PF-Deletion derivation of pseudogapping. However, it faces some 
serious empirical and conceptual hurdles. First, if VPE and pseudogapping have the same derivation except 
for the movement of the specific object in the case of pseudogapping, the analysis would predict that 
idiomatic interpretations should be unavailable with VPE as well, contrary to fact. This is because the light 
verb would need to move out of the ellipsis site in VPE as well, thereby removing the context for the 
special interpretations to be inserted.  

To avoid this problematic prediction, one could adopt Toosarvandani’s (2009) analysis of Persian 
VPE in (28), repeated as (53) below. On this analysis, the complement of v is targeted for deletion, and the 
light verb remains in situ. As such, no movement occurs to disrupt the idiom, and VPE is predicted to be 
acceptable regardless of the type of complex predicate with which it occurs. Furthermore, if head 
movement optionally occurs to derive pseudogapping when vP is deleted,15 such an analysis may seem to 
fare rather well in predicting the difference between the two types of ellipsis.  
 
(53) Toosarvandani’s analysis of VPE 

 
 

However, this approach suffers from another problem: in general, head movement does not seem to disrupt 
idiomatic interpretations, regardless of whether that movement is optional or obligatory. In Japanese, for 
example, in which V raises to T by default (Whitman 1991; Koizumi 1995, 2000; Miyagawa 2003), 
idiomatic interpretations are nevertheless available. This can be seen from the following example, adapted 
from Miyagawa (1997:13). 
 
(54) John-ga  hoteru-gyoo-ni  te-o    nobasi-ta 
 John-NOM hotel-business-DAT hand-ACC  extend-PST    
 ‘John became involved in the hotel business’ (lit. John extended a hand to the hotel business) 
																																																								
15	Rasekhi (2018), for instance, posits head movement to a FocP dominating vP into which v may head 
move to derive VPE. 
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If head movement disrupted idiomatic interpretations, we could not expect to find verb-object idioms in 
languages with V-to-T movement, contrary to fact. Therefore, we do not find an approach relying on head 
movement to eliminate idiomatic readings to be a viable analysis of the observed asymmetry between VPE 
and pseudogapping in Persian. 
 
6.2 Head movement of the non-verbal element (Manetta 2018) 
 
A more sophisticated counteranalysis relying on a PF-Deletion approach to pseudogapping could propose 
that the unacceptability of pseudogapping with certain complex predicates is due to the fact that some non-
verbal elements obligatorily undergo head movement into a head outside of the ellipsis site, thereby 
predicting that the non-verbal element and the light verb may not be separated by ellipsis. Other complex 
predicates, on the other hand, may or may not undergo such head movement, and for these complex 
predicates the light verb may be stranded by ellipsis. Such an analysis has been proposed by Manetta 
(2018) to account for the restricted availability of light verb-stranding VPE with Hindi-Urdu N(oun)-V(erb) 
complex predicates.16 In Hindi-Urdu, some N-V complex predicates, like sawaal kar ‘to ask a question’ 
(lit. question do), permit the non-verbal element to remain in the ellipsis site (55). Others, like yaad kar ‘to 
remember’ (lit. memory do), are severely degraded unless the non-verbal element is outside of the ellipsis 
site (56). 
 
(55) a. Anjum-ne Nadiya-se jaaldise sawaal  kiy-aa (Hindi-Urdu; Manetta 2018:25) 
     Anjum-ERG Nadiya-INST quickly question do-PFV.MASC 
    ‘Anjum quickly asked Nadiya a question.’ 
 
 b. Salim-ne bhi (sawaal) kiy-aa 
     Salim-ERG also question do-PRF.MASC 
    ‘Salim did too.’ 
 
(56) a. Kabir-ne  kahani asaanise   yaad       k-ii  (Hindi-Urdu; Manetta 2018:16) 
     Kabir-ERG story easily    memory   do-PFV.FEM 
     ‘Kabir remembered the story easily.’ 
 
 b. Meena-ne bhi yaad       k-ii 
     Meena-ERG also memory do-PFV.FEM 
    ‘Meena also remembered (a story easily).’ 
 
 c. ??Meena-ne bhi k-ii 
        Meena-ERG also do-PFV.FEM 
        Intended: Meena did too. 
 
Manetta accounts for this distinction as follows: first, she proposes that non-verbal elements like yaad are 
category-neutral roots, as in the structure in (57). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
16	Besides complex predicates consisting of a noun or adjective and a light verb, Hindi-Urdu has another 
class of complex predicates referred to as V-V complex predicates consisting of a main and a light verb 
(Butt 1995, 2010). These light verbs mainly serve an aspectual function, indicating completion and other 
such things. 
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(57) Structure of a yaad kar-type N-V complex predicate in Hindi-Urdu (Manetta 2018:26) 

 
On Manetta’s analysis, movement of the root through V and v up to Aspect is obligatory in Hindi-Urdu, 
and vP is elided. With the root and light verb having moved out of vP to Asp, both heads are too high in the 
structure to be inside of the ellipsis site, correctly ruling out light verb-stranding VPE with this type of 
complex predicate. To account for those complex predicates that permit light verb-stranding VPE, Manetta 
postulates that the non-verbal element is not an acategorial root, but is rather housed within an NP, as in 
(58). 
 
(58) Structure of a sawaal kar-type N-V complex predicate in Hindi-Urdu (Manetta 2018:27) 

 
 
Because the non-verbal element is not a root, it does not need to move into V and ultimately Asp. Given 
that the light verb moves into Asp, it then immediately follows that ellipsis of vP may include the non-
verbal element to the exclusion of the light verb, giving rise to light verb-stranding VPE of the sort 
observed in (55). 
 Let us turn now to how Manetta’s analysis of VPE in Hindi-Urdu complex predicates could be 
adapted to Persian pseudogapping in an attempt to derive the effects we have observed. On such an 
analysis, yâd gereftan would be treated analogously to Hindi-Urdu yaad kar: the non-verbal element yâd 
would be analyzed as an acategorial root that must move to v and, in line with our analysis of VPE above, 
to Voice. The object would then move to a higher position in the structure, such as the specifier of AspP, 
and the vP would be elided. Due to the fact that the non-verbal element has moved out of the ellipsis site, 
the analysis would successfully predict that ellipsis of the non-verbal element to the exclusion of the light 
verb is impossible.  
 
(59) Analysis of attempted pseudogapping with yâd gereftan 
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In the case of a complex predicate like tamiz kardan, the non-verbal element tamiz would project its own 
phrase, an AP, and would therefore not have to undergo head movement. The light verb and direct object 
would then move to higher positions in the structure, and vP would be elided. This predicts, once again 
successfully, that the non-verbal element should be able to be elided to the exclusion of the light verb, as 
we observed earlier in the paper. 
 
(60) Analysis of pseudogapping with tamiz kardan 
 

   
As one can see, it is possible in principle to provide a successful analysis of the facts of Persian 

pseudogapping based on Manetta’s treatment of Hindi-Urdu VPE. The analysis is also attractive in that it 
reduces pseudogapping to VPE in maintaining a uniform PF-Deletion analysis of both. Is this analysis, 
then, to be preferred over the one we have defended throughout this paper? We believe the answer is no. A 
first consideration is that the analysis misses the broader generalization involving idiomaticity that seems to 
be at play. While one might argue that the more strictly syntactic approach involving obligatory movement 
of roots simply supplants the idiom-based explanation, it would remain puzzling on such an approach why, 
for instance, ambiguous complex predicates receive only a compositional reading in pseudogapping.  

One might argue that the analysis can be reconciled with the idiomaticity facts by proposing that 
idiomatic interpretations require head movement. On this view, idiomatic interpretations would only arise if 
the material in an idiom is contained within the same complex head formed via head movement. In this 
case, the idiomatic reading of an ambiguous complex predicate could only be derived by moving the non-
verbal element into the same complex head as the light verb. Such a head movement would place the non-
verbal element outside of the ellipsis site, thereby predicting the impossibility of pseudogapping on the 
idiomatic reading. 

Regardless of how the proposal that idiomatic readings require head movement is evaluated, the 
analysis faces a second, much bigger problem: it ultimately undergenerates. Like the previously discussed 
counteranalysis provided in section 6.1, this analysis incorrectly predicts that VPE should display the same 
restriction to a subset of complex predicates that pseudogapping does, due to the fact that the root 
obligatorily moves out of the ellipsis site. Specifically, the analysis predicts that complex predicates like 
yâd gereftan should not permit ellipsis of the non-verbal element to the exclusion of the light verb in VPE 
as well as pseudogapping, contrary to fact. Adopting Toosarvandani’s analysis of VPE in Persian does not 
help in this case, as even on this approach the non-verbal element must move out of the ellipsis site, so such 
a treatment would make the same predictions as the analysis sketched above involving deletion of vP.  
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Given these problems, we conclude that, in addition to the conceptual flaws we have pointed out, 
analyses in terms of PF-Deletion fail to make the right empirical cut for the phenomena at hand, and that 
the analysis defended in this paper has the empirical advantage over such accounts. 

 
 
7. Why does Persian lack PF-Deletion pseudogapping? 
 
This paper has argued that Persian pseudogapping is best analyzed as involving mechanisms distinct from 
those underlying VPE, in that the former is analyzed as a null proform and the latter is treated as non-
pronunciation of vP at PF. Furthermore, it appears to be the case that pseudogapping can never be given a 
PF-Deletion analysis in the language, for if it could, we would expect idiomatic complex predicates to be 
compatible with pseudogapping. However, this raises a puzzle: why does Persian lack a PF-Deletion 
derivation for pseudogapping? This is especially puzzling given the fact that Persian permits scrambling of 
many different types of constituents out of vP, including objects and PPs (Karimi 2005). All else being 
equal, we expect phrases to be able to move out of vP and escape ellipsis, and therefore that Persian should 
have the resources to construct pseudogaps via movement of a phrase out of an elided vP. 
 We propose, however, that all is not equal in this case, and that the solution to this puzzle lies in 
the interaction between the structure we have proposed for VPE in Persian, the available landing sites for 
movement of a phrase out of the ellipsis site, and an additional independently motivated constraint on 
ellipsis called MaxElide (Takahashi and Fox 2005; Merchant 2008; Hartman 2011). MaxElide is a principle 
that regulates the availability and size of ellipsis sites within particular domains called Parallelism 
Domains. Our account relies on the following definitions, adapted from Takahashi and Fox (2005:229).17 
 
(61)  MaxElide: Elide the biggest deletable constituent reflexively dominated by the Parallelism 
 Domain. 
 
(62)  Parallelism Domain: For the ellipsis of a constituent C to be licensed, there must exist a 

constituent that reflexively dominates C and satisfies the Parallelism condition. Call this 
constituent the Parallelism Domain. 

 
(63)  Parallelism: the Parallelism Domain satisfies Parallelism if it is semantically identical to some  
 antecedent constituent, modulo focus-marked constituents.         
 
MaxElide was originally invoked to explain the fact that VP ellipsis is unacceptable in contexts in which 
sluicing is also available (Sag 1976; Merchant 2008), as shown in (64). 
 
(64)  Mary was kissing someone, but I don’t know who (*she was) 
 
On Takahashi and Fox’s analysis, the effect is explained by variable rebinding, a scenario in which the 
constituent targeted for ellipsis contains a variable whose binder lies outside of that constituent, which 
forces the Parallelism Domain to be larger than the constituent being considered for ellipsis. We can see 
this in a bracketed version of (64), given below in (65). 
 
(65) someone [λy. Mary was [kissing y] … who (PD:) [λx. she was [kissing x]] 

																																																								
17	Merchant’s (2008) formulation of MaxElide is as follows: 
 
(v) Let XP be an elided constituent containing an A’-trace. Let YP be a possible target for deletion. YP 
must not properly contain XP. (Merchant 2008:141) 
 
Takahashi and Fox (2005) reformulate MaxElide as in (61) in order to account for effects attributed to 
MaxElide that appear with bound pronouns, thus demonstrating that its effects are not restricted to traces. 
Hartman (2011) provides an argument that traces of A-movement and head movement also generate 
MaxElide effects.  
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In (65), the VP contains a rebound variable, so the Parallelism Domain must expand to include the binder. 
MaxElide applies to this larger domain, and selects TP, the largest constituent reflexively dominated by the 
Parallelism Domain, for deletion. Ellipsis of VP, which is not the largest deletable constituent, violates 
MaxElide, and is therefore correctly ruled out.  
 Let us now return to the case of Persian VPE and see how an analysis in terms of MaxElide can be 
used to explain the unavailability of a PF-Deletion analogue of pseudogapping in the language. First, 
consider again the structure for VPE proposed in (29), repeated for convenience in (66).  
 
(66) VPE in Persian 

 
Note that the specific object originates in the specifier of vP, below Voice. If the object scrambles from this 
position, it has only a few potential landing sites; it could, for instance, move to the specifier of a functional 
projection dominating VoiceP but dominated by TP, such as AspP or a low FocusP (Rasekhi 2018).18 It is 
also possible for movement of the object to proceed to the specifier of a Focus or Topic Phrase in the left 
periphery.19 Let us consider each of these cases in turn, using low and high FocPs as examples. Movement 
of the object to a FocP above VoiceP results in the following configuration in (67), where (67a) shows the 
structure of the antecedent clause and (67b) shows that of the ellipsis-containing clause. We suppress 
irrelevant information such as head movement from v to Voice, and set aside the effect of A-movement of  
the subject to Spec-TP. 
 
(67) a. [TP Bahâri T [FocP miz-o [ λy. [VoiceP ti [vP y [PredP tamiz] kard ] Voice ] ] ] ] 
 
 b. vali [TP proi T [FocP panjera-ro [ λx. [VoiceP ti [vP x [PredP tamiz] kard ] Voice ] ] ] ] 
 
Here, the trace of the moved object is left in the specifier of vP, which is interpreted as a variable bound by 
a lambda operator below the landing site of the object in Spec-FocP. This is a variable rebinding 
configuration, and the Parallelism Domain will therefore expand to include the underlined constituent 
containing the binder of the variable. This will result in the vP no longer being the largest deletable 
constituent in the PD. As such, MaxElide will rule it out as a possible target of deletion. This will rule out a 
derivation of pseudogapping, and at best the variety of ellipsis possible will result in something more akin 
to gapping.  
 We now turn to the case in which the object moves to a specifier in the left periphery, as in (68). 
We again use FocP as an example. 
 
(68) vali [FocP panjera-ro [λx.  [TP proi T  [VoiceP ti [vP x [PredP tamiz] kard ] Voice ] ] ] ] 
 

																																																								
18	The specifier of VoiceP should not be a landing site for a phrase for a few reasons. First, there is no clear 
reason why a phrase would need to be moved to this position, as opposed to a low focus position that would 
license a particular focal interpretation for the moved phrase. Second, the NP corresponding to the agent is 
already in this position. Persian has been argued to permit multiple specifiers (Karimi 2005), but one might 
rule out movement to such a specifier position by appealing to Spec-to-Spec anti-locality, a principle that 
bans movement out of the specifier of a phrase XP that fails to cross a maximal projection other than XP 
(Erlewine 2016). 
19	One might include the specifier of TP as a possible landing site for this movement, as Karimi (2005) 
argues that this position is not an A-position but an A-bar-position associated with topicality in Persian. 
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In this example, it is quite clear that movement of the object to Spec-FocP results in yet another rebinding 
configuration,  resulting in expansion of the Parallelism Domain to include most of the material in the 
clause. MaxElide will apply to this larger domain and select TP for deletion. Once again, this derivation 
precludes pseudogapping, and non-pronunciation of the TP will result in a larger type of ellipsis, such as 
sluicing or stripping. 
 It may appear that we have successfully explained the unavailability of a PF-Deletion derivation of 
pseudogapping in Persian. However, the astute reader will note that this is not yet the full story. In 
particular, as Hartman (2011:370) notes, MaxElide does not force selection of the largest Parallelism 
Domain. Rather, it permits the selection of any constituent as the Parallelism Domain, and then MaxElide 
operates over that constituent. This has the consequence that we could just as easily have selected PredP as 
the Parallelism Domain, and, given that it does not contain a rebound variable, the domain will not need to 
widen, and MaxElide may select PredP as a viable target for deletion, as in (69). Indeed, this would be in 
line with Toosarvandani’s (2009) analysis of Persian VPE, which selects the predicate phrase as the ellipsis 
site. 
 
(69) vali [TP proi T [FocP panjera-ro [ λx. [VoiceP ti [vP x [PredP tamiz] kard ] Voice ] ] ] ] 
 
This is not, however, fatal to our account. In particular, we note that the definition of MaxElide makes 
reference to the biggest deletable constituent. As such, it is possible to maintain that PredP is simply not a 
deletable constituent, contra Toosarvandani. One way to implement this idea in a principled manner is to 
follow Bošković (2014), who proposes that only phases and complements of phase heads may undergo 
ellipsis. On Bošković’s formulation, it is the highest projection in the extended projection of a lexical 
category that functions as a phase, contra Chomsky (2000; 2001), for whom only CP and vP count as 
phases. In the context of our own proposal, it would be VoiceP, not vP, that would function as a phase, as 
VoiceP is in this context the largest projection of the root/predicate.20  Given that VoiceP introduces the 
external argument, it is always present in transitive constructions, so vP will never be a phase in the 
examples we are considering. Therefore, vP, which houses the specific direct object in its specifier, is a 
viable target of ellipsis, because it is the complement of a phase head. PredP, on the other hand, is neither a 
phase nor the complement of a phase head, and therefore is not a deletable constituent. This, combined with 
the account based on MaxElide detailed above, will allow us to rule out a derivation of Persian 
pseudogapping relying on non-pronunciation of certain constituents at PF. 
 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have described a novel asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping in Persian, in which 
pseudogapping is compatible with only a restricted range of complex predicates, while VPE shows no such 
restriction. We have argued, first, that this restriction is due to pseudogapping’s incompatibility with 
idiomatic complex predicates, and that a uniform treatment of VPE and pseudogapping as deriving from a 
single source, particularly deletion of a constituent at PF, fails to derive the fact that idiomatic complex 
predicates are acceptable under VPE but not under pseudogapping. The paper thus contributes a novel 
empirical finding, thereby adding to the literature on differences between VPE and pseudogapping 
(Merchant 2008a, 2013), as well as to recent developments studying the interaction of complex predicates 
and ellipsis cross-linguistically (Toosarvandani 2009; Manetta 2018; Rad 2019). Finally, the analysis we 
have proposed provides an argument that there are cross-linguistically multiple sources for ellipsis, and 
argues against treating pseudogapping as reduceable to VPE via PF deletion in all cases. 

In this concluding section, we discuss several areas of future research stemming from the current 
project. We focus particularly on the issues of interspeaker variation, further research on VPE and 
pseudogapping in complex predicates across Iranian languages other than Persian, and additional 
constraints on pseudogapping that do not necessarily fall out from the current analysis.  
 
 
 

																																																								
20	This accords well with those who view VoiceP, not vP, as a phase, such as Legate (2014). 
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8.1 Interspeaker variation 
 
One interesting issue related to the current project concerns the degree to which Persian speakers differ in 
their judgments about the acceptability of certain complex predicates in pseudogapping.21 Although 
speakers seem to agree generally on the examples we have used in this paper making use of clearly 
transparent complex predicates like tamiz kardan and rather idiomatic complex predicates like yâd 
gereftan, some variation does appear to exist: for example, consider the example of the complex predicate 
tab kardan ‘to be devoted to’ (lit. fever do) in pseudogapping in (70). 
 
(70) (*)Bahâr barâ man tab  mi- kon-e,          vali barâ to      ne-mi-kon-e 
      Bahar for   me   fever ASP-do.PRS-3.SG but  for   you   NEG-ASP-do.PRS-3.SG 
    Intended: ‘Bahar is devoted to me, but not to you.’ 
 
The native Persian-speaking authors of the current paper agree that this sentence is unacceptable. However, 
other speakers have judged the example acceptable, in spite of its apparently idiomatic interpretation. 
What’s more, some speakers judge examples unacceptable that the native speaker authors find quite 
acceptable. 

Rather than reject the account on the basis of the existence of this variation, or ignore the variation 
in judgments, we find it useful to consider the question of how the current analysis may shed light on the 
differing judgments in concert with other considerations. As a particularly relevant example, Nunberg, Sag 
and Wasow (1994) note that idiomatic expressions come in more than one variety: one type, which they 
refer to as idiomatically combining expressions, are idioms whose individual parts can be assigned distinct 
meanings that contribute to the meaning of the idiom as a whole. For example, in the English idiom spill 
the beans, meaning ‘to divulge a secret,’ the verb spill can be assigned the meaning ‘divulge’ and the beans 
can be interpreted as ‘a secret.’ This quasi-compositional property has syntactic consequences, as this type 
of idiom can be separated by processes like wh-movement and passivization, as (71) shows. 
 
(71) a. Which beans did John spill this time? 
 

b. The beans were spilled 
 
The other type of idiom Nunberg, Sag and Wasow discuss is what they refer to as idiomatic phrases, 
idioms to whose parts distinct meanings cannot be readily assigned. An example of such an idiom is kick 
the bucket, meaning ‘die,’ which does not exhibit compositional structure the way spill the beans does, and, 
likewise, does not display the same degree of syntactic flexibility. 
 
(72) a. *What kind of bucket did John kick? (Intended: how did John die?) 
 
 b. ??The bucket was kicked by John (Intended: John died) 
 

Taking advantage of this more nuanced classification of idioms, we suggest that the observed 
variation can be accounted for in terms of the analysis a given speaker assigns to an idiomatic complex 
predicate during language acquisition. Due to lacking the evidence necessary to decide on one analysis over 
another, some speakers may acquire an idiomatic complex predicate as an idiomatically combining 
expression, while others may acquire it as an idiomatic phrase. For example, if a speaker acquires a 
complex predicate like tab kardan as an idiomatically combining expression, then each part of the complex 
predicate will receive its own meaning, with, say, tab meaning ‘devotion.’ In this case, the null proform in 
the second clause will be able to pick up the meaning of tab in the first clause, resulting in an interpretable 
representation. If, however, the speaker has acquired tab kardan as an idiomatic phrase, then kardan will 
have a special interpretation as ‘be devoted’ available to it in the context of tab. The non-verbal element 

																																																								
21	There is also the question of the acceptability of pseudogapping in the first place: some speakers don’t 
seem to find pseudogapping acceptable generally. This observation is not restricted to Persian: even in 
English, pseudogapping has a marginal status, and many English speakers reject sentences with pseudogaps 
as unacceptable. See Lasnik (1995) for discussion of this marginality and a possible explanation for it.  
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will then receive no interpretation, and the null proform will not have an antecedent in the discourse, 
leading to unacceptability.  

Future research is of course necessary to determine the degree to which speakers differ in their 
acquired analyses of different complex predicates, as well as to determine which complex predicates for 
which judgments of their acceptability in pseudogapping seem to differ. However, we view this as a 
promising avenue for further testing of this proposal and for situating it in the broader context of syntactic 
variation and language acquisition.  

 
8.2 Pseudogapping in other complex predicate languages 
 
As another extension of this work, it will be important to do careful research on other languages that 
possess complex predicates and analogues of verb-stranding VPE and pseudogapping, and to compare them 
to the Persian facts we have reported here. One interesting starting point for comparison would be Hindi-
Urdu, whose analogue of VPE Manetta (2018) has investigated and provided an analysis for. Manetta 
observes a variation in the acceptability of different complex predicates in VPE, a split reminiscent of the 
one we have observed here for pseudogapping. Although Manetta’s analysis of these phenomena differs 
from our own (see section 6.2 above), we believe it would be fruitful to consider other possible analyses for 
the Hindi-Urdu split that may align with our own analysis of Persian.22 

Aside from Hindi-Urdu, it is also possible to compare Persian with its fellow Iranian languages. 
The use of complex predicates is widespread across the Iranian language family, and ellipsis of all varieties 
is very much understudied in these languages, let alone the interaction of ellipsis with complex predicates. 
It would therefore be of great interest to compare the Persian data to the behavior of a variety of complex 
predicates in VPE and pseudogapping in other Iranian languages. Preliminary work suggests that the 
asymmetry between VPE and pseudogapping observed for Persian can be replicated in other Iranian 
languages. For example, Sorani Kurdish, a Northwestern Iranian language, seems to allow both 
compositional and idiomatic complex predicates in VPE, but only compositional ones in pseudogapping, 
exactly like Persian.23  

 
(73) VPE in Sorani Kurdish 
 
 a. Bahâr mez-ak-an=î   xawin ne-krd,          balâm  Rezâ krd=i 
     Bahar table-DEF-PL=3.SG clean NEG-do.PST   but       Reza do.PST=3.SG 
     ‘Bahar didn’t clean the tables, but Reza did.’ 
 

b. Bahâr zman-ak-an fer bû,     balâm Rezâ na-bû   
     Bahar language-DEF-PL memory be.PST     but      Reza  NEG-be.PST      
     ‘Bahar learned the languages, but Reza didn’t.’ 
 
(74) Pseudogapping in Sorani Kurdish 
  
 a. Bahâr mez-ak-an=î   xawin krd,         balâm     panjere-k-an=î         ne-krd 
     Bahar table-DEF-PL=3.SG clean   do.PST     but window-DEF-PL=3.SG NEG-do.PST    
     ‘Bahar cleaned the tables, but didn’t the windows.’ 
 

b. *Bahâr zman-ak-an fer bû,            balâm alefba-ka          na-bû   
       Bahar language-DEF-PL memory be.PST       but      alphabet- DEF  NEG-be.PST      
       Intended: ‘Bahar learned the languages, but didn’t the alphabet.’ 
 

																																																								
22	Indeed, in footnote 16 of her paper, Manetta reports an observation due to Miriam Butt (p.c.) that those 
complex predicates that are acceptable in VPE in Hindi-Urdu have light verbs that seem to be more 
semantically “contentful” than those of complex predicates that are unacceptable in VPE (Manetta 
2018:26). 
23	We thank Hiwa Asadpour (p.c.) for the Sorani Kurdish judgments 
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Not all languages show a restriction, however. For example, Mazandarani, a member of the Caspian branch 
of the Northwestern Iranian family, allows both idiomatic and compositional complex predicates in 
pseudogapping, as (75) shows.24 
 
(75) Pseudogapping in Mazandarani  
  
 a. Behar  miz-a    re     tamiz hakerde, vali panjere-ha  re      na-kerde 
     Behar table-PL DOM clean do.PST     but  window-PL DOM NEG-do.PST    
      ‘Behar cleaned the tables, but not the windows.’ 
 
 b. Behar zeban-a        re      yad          bayte,       vali alefba    -ha re      na-yte 
     Behar language-PL DOM  memory  take.PST    but alphabet -PL DOM   NEG-take.PST    
    ‘Behar learned the languages, but didn’t the alphabet.’ 
 
Investigating these differences between the various Iranian languages will serve as the basis for a large-
scale, fine-grained microcomparative study of ellipsis in these languages. For example, it may be that 
Sorani Kurdish makes use of the same mechanisms for pseudogapping that Persian does in treating it as a 
null proform, while Mazanderani possesses the resources to derive pseudogapping via PF-Deletion. Future 
research with a broad selection of languages from the various branches of the Iranian family will surely 
provide a window into the mechanisms behind ellipsis and the syntax of complex predicates in both these 
languages and in the language faculty more broadly.   
 
8.3 Additional constraints on Persian pseudogapping 

 
In addition to its restriction to compositional complex predicates and its unacceptability with non-

specific objects, both of which receive an explanation on our analysis, there is at least one additional 
constraint on pseudogapping in Persian that we have not focused on in this work: pseudogapping appears to 
only be possible in clauses containing null subjects that are coreferential with the subject of the antecedent 
clause. If an overt subject is present in the clause containing the pseudogap, the result is unacceptable, as 
shown in (76). 

 
(76) *Bahâr  miz-o         tamiz kard,     va  Rezâ panjera-ro       kard 

  Bahar  table-DOM  clean do.PST   and Reza window-DOM do.PST    
  Intended: ‘Bahar cleaned the table, and Reza did the window.’ 
 

This constraint on pseudogapping evades explanation on our analysis: it is not clear why the presence of a 
null proform in place of the non-verbal element would mandate the presence of a null subject. That said, an 
explanation for this restriction may be independent of the analysis of ellipsis; we observe that the constraint 
is active in the other Iranian languages we have investigated, such as Sorani Kurdish and Mazanderani, 
which seem to derive pseudogapping in different ways.  

Future research may very well reveal additional constraints on pseudogapping and other types of 
ellipsis in Persian and beyond. In pursuing this inquiry, we hope to find explanations for the null subject 
effect observed above as well as for other effects yet to be discovered.  
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